


                 

                                                                

                                                               Introduction

What follows is a small sample from my popular book  “ You Know You’re
Stressed Out When.”  The complete book contains 25 pages of the  stress
reducing strategies I use daily in my own life plus 51 of my funny cartoons on
the topic.

To check out the complete book  visit
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stressone 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stressone


               10 WAYS TO RELAX DURING YOUR BUSY DAY By Mike Moore 

1. Take three deep breaths slowly. It really works to relax the body and mind. 

2. Relax the tongue. Usually the tongue is held tightly against the teeth. Free it up in the mouth so
it can just rest there without tension. 

3. Take one minute vacations. In your mind visit places where you find peace and stillness.
Picture yourself there soaking up the beauty and solitude. 

4. Relax your facial muscles. When we are tense we frown and squint which adds to the tension.
Tell your facial muscles to relax and they will. Try to maintain this relaxed face throughout the
day. 

5. Move slowly. When you find yourself rushing for no reason, SLOW DOWN. 

6. Laugh more. Laughter cuts stress in half  and promotes relaxation. 

7. Listen to beautiful music. Mozart calms the restless spirit. 

8. Watch and enjoy the sunset. 

9. Visualize yourself as a balloon being inflated. As you breathe in, the balloon fills with your
stress and tension. Then breathe out all the stress and tension leaving yourself limp and relaxed. 

10. Enjoy the rhythm and beauty of nature
for its lessons are patience and peace. 

                                                             
        
Mike Moore M.Ed
Motivational Plus
Phone 519-753-0702 

Fax 519 754 4794
www.motivationalplus.com 

Have mouth, will travel.

mailto:mikemoore@motivationalplus.com
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If laughter cuts stress in half then start laughing with a collection of  Mike’s 
Stress Busting Cartoons
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stress 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stress


Check out Mike’s Humor and Stress e-books
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stretched 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stressone 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stretched
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?stressone


Mike’s book “ Light Up with Laughter”
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?light 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?light


Check out Mike’s cartoon collections
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?tooncollections 

http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?cartooncollections
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?tooncollections


Audio CD “Live Laugh Love and Be Happy” based on Mike’s popular book 
“ Embracing the Mystery ” ( How to Be Happy in a Troubled World)
http://motivationalplus.com.cgi/a/t.cgi?happy 

http://motivationalplus.com.cgi/a/t.cgi?happy


To have Mike speak to your organization on Stretched to the Limit visit
http://www.motivationalplus.com 

See Mike in action http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?video 

http://www.motivationalplus.com
http://motivationalplus.com/cgi/a/t.cgi?video


Testimonials From a Seminar " Stretched to the Limit”

Hi Mike. Thank you again for the great day. I haven't laughed that much in a long
time. You are wonderful at what you do and it does relieve stress. We all left there
feeling stress free and happy.
K. Edmunds Nova Scotia Canada.

Hey, Mike...thank you so very much again for the positivity today. You are giving
a lot of us hope, joy and the freedom to be us again as we were when we were
kids. I certainly will be putting the tools to good use on the job and in the life
game asap. God Bless and many more years of "teaching" ahead.
Janice B. Sydney Nova Scotia

Hope you enjoyed this little taste of my work. If you ever need a humorous
speaker on Stress Management give me a call. I would love to work with you. 

                                                                                   Keep Laughing! 
                                                                                               Mike Moore


